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Abstract 

With the rapid development of Internet and business internal information technology, the problem of server cluster fault early 

warning becomes important in server clusters management. To solve the problem, a server cluster fault early warning system 

(SCFEWS) based on event association rules is presented. This system is mainly based on the fault event association tree. First obtain 

event relationship and association rules. Construct early warning events associated tree with system logs and association rules, and 

store it in binary tree linked list. Then by using the warning event filtering algorithm, redundancy fault early warning events are 

filtered out and only source event for early-warning notification are kept. Experiment shows the proposed algorithm can effectively 
improve the accuracy of fault location for server clusters management. 
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1 Introduction 

 
With the rapid development of Internet and business 

internal information technology, enterprise server clusters 

are gradually used to store a big data processing to meet 

growing business needs. The server clusters size and the 

number of servers upgrade and expand constantly with 

the development of enterprise business. But an increasing 

number of server components makes server clusters 

management difficulty and improves the probability of 

server clusters fault at the same time, which bring 

tremendous challenge to the entire server clusters 

manageability. So it has great significance to improve the 

cluster service availability about how to guarantee the 

stability of the server clusters system and how to find and 

promptly remove the hidden dangers in cluster system 

before fault occur.  

 Now various faults in server clusters are usually 

detected and located manually lacking server cluster fault 

warning management mechanism. So it is the priority 

problem monitoring real-time status for server cluster 

resources and giving corresponding warning to the 

administrator. With faults warning system, administrator 

can monitor server clusters comprehensively, detect 

server clusters anomalies timely, locate the fault timely 

and accurately, take action to avoid or reduce the risk and 

prepare for effective response [1]. Nowadays, although 

the major IT giants have their own server clusters 

management system, it does not open to all. And there is 

no universal solution for server cluster faults warning.  

 Early Warning Systems play a highly critical role in 

monitoring, prediction and reaction on upcoming 

disasters [2]. Early Warning Systems are found in many 

areas: natural catastrophic detection [3, 4] of tsunami, 

flood and earthquakes; detection of sudden and 

significant economic changes [5]; engineering and 

scientific area [1, 6], etc. In spite of variations between 

monitored domains, their main goal is similar: to reduce 

economic losses and mitigate the number of deaths from 

disasters by delivering information which allows people 

and organizations to prepare for emerging disasters [1]. 

So Early Warning Systems can also be used in server 

cluster management. Upcoming faults can be monitored 

and predicted by using Early Warning Systems.  

 This paper presents a server cluster management 

system based on the idea of Early Warning Systems. In a 

Server Clusters Fault Early Warning System (SCFEWS) 

put forwarded in this paper, fault warning module not 

only monitor real-time status for server cluster resources 

but also send early-warning information to the 

administrator before a fault occurs. It guarantees the 

reliable and stable running and the processing big data of 

the server clusters system.  

 In this paper, SCFEWS based on the warning event 

tree is used to filter out triggered fault early warning 

events and retain only source event for early warning 

notification. And the destination is avoiding the 

redundant warning events.  

 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 describes the formulation of the fault early-

warning problem in server cluster system. Section 3 gives 

a precise problem statement and details our algorithm of 

the SCFEWS. Section 4 is the experimental evaluation in 

a few respects: its performance and the validity. And the 

Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of our 

findings. 
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2 The proposed algorithm 

 

This paper presents a server clusters fault early warning 

system in network resource management, which relies on 

client agents [7, 8] and provides early warnings against 

equipment failure such as CPU utilization, memory 

utilization, disk space, etc. 

 

2.1 EARLY WARNING SYSTEM 

 

The basic idea behind early warning [1] is that the earlier 

and more accurately we are able to predict potential risks, 

the more likely we will be able to manage and mitigate 

disasters. 

An effective early warning system needs an effective 

communication system.  Early warning communication 

systems are made of two main components:   

(1) Communication infrastructure hardware that 

must be reliable and robust. 

(2) Appropriate and effective interactions among the 

main actors of the early warning process. 

Communication infrastructure for SCFEWS uses 

intelligent mechanisms [9] for communication and scatter 

of fault alerts through agents on which the server clusters 

can be remotely monitored and managed.  SCFEWS use 

association rules tree for fault prediction. With them 

SCFEWS can better guarantee the server clusters running 

stable and reliable. 

 

2.2 EXPERT SYSTEM 

 

Expert system is intelligent computing Machine 

application system that has a lot of specialized knowledge 

and experience. Expert System contains the following 

modules [10]. 

(1) The knowledge base, where the knowledge of 

experts is represented using rules, frames, semantic 

networks, and first-order logic based methods, etc. 

(2) The working memory module that stores the 

input data and the information generated by the 

processing of rules. 

(3) The inference engine where the processing of 

the rules and the reasoning of the Expert system take 

place. 

(4) The user interface module facilitates the 

interaction between the user and the Expert system. 

(5) The knowledge acquisition facility provides the 

user with appropriate useful tools during knowledge 

acquisition procedures. 

(6) The explanation module allows the Expert 

system to present its reasoning regarding its conclusions. 

The main components involved in Expert system are 

the knowledge base and the domain expert. 

 

2.3 EVENT CORRELATION 

 

Event Correlation is an important fault localization 

strategy. The basic idea is to correlate multiple events to 

a single concept to filter out unnecessary events and 

unrelated events, reduce the amount of information 

presented to the network administrator, and increase the 

semantic content of the information represented by the 

association process. 

 

2.4 ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

 

The thought of the SCFEWS is showed below. Please see 

Figure 1. Initial stage, there is small amount of the 

managed server clusters monitored by management 

centre. With the expansion of the managed server cluster 

scale, the probability of server cluster faults is increasing 

accordingly. Therefore, corresponding early warning 

notification should be sending out before a fault occurs. It 

is important finding usable system early-warning 

information from all monitoring information. Thus, with 

the warning notification system administrator can take 

early preventive measures rather than remedial measures 

before a server fault occurs. And that is the processing of 

SCFEWS. Thus, the system robustness and the scalability 

to manage server cluster fault are improved. 

monitoring data

Fault early warning 

event notification

Warning event 

correlation tree

Rule base

system log

Event filtering

 
FIGURE 1 Structure chart of the SCFEWS 

There are four mainly components in SCFEWS: the 

monitoring database, the warning event tree, event 

filtering module, and fault early-warning event 

notification module.  

The monitoring data is comprised of server hardware 

such as temperature, fan, voltage, and power etc., system 

resources such as CPU utilization, memory utilization, 

disk space, and network speed etc., service resources such 

as processes, system services and application services etc. 

and network connectivity etc.  

The warning event correlation tree is used to store the 

relationships between the various fault phenomena and is 

dynamically maintained for there is a certain correlation 

between various fault phenomena. The relationships data 

come mainly from the association rules for warning event 

and system logs. 

Event filtering module: in server clusters, the 

generation of fault is often not a single fault phenomenon, 

but multiple fault phenomena occurring at the same time, 

that is to say cascading fault phenomenon caused by 

single fault. There is a certain correlation between fault 

phenomena, so event filtering module need to filter out 

triggered fault early-warning events and try to keep only 

source event for early-warning notification. 

Fault early-warning event notification module sends 

the early-warning notification to system administrator for 

rapid positioning faults. And early preventive measures 

app:ds:structure
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are taken to prevent fault risk caused by server clusters 

before a server fault occurs. 

 

3 Problem solution 

 

The Server Clusters Fault Early Warning System 

(SCFEWS) aims to filter fault early-warning events 

according to generated warning event tree and try to keep 

only source of information for early-warning event for 

notification. The system consists of a server-side proxy 

equipment, communication modules and early warning 

systems management console. 

The follow is the specific approach. Real-time 

monitoring various state of system equipment via proxy 

server clusters, storing all kinds of the collected 

information, judging its status data according to the 

threshold value. When monitoring event is judged to be 

early warning event, it will be encapsulated into object-

oriented fault early warning event and delivered to early 

warning filtering module. Warning filtering module will 

filter out triggered fault early warning events according to 

generated warning event tree, and only retain source early 

warning event for notification of early warning event. 

The emphasis of the SCFEWS is early warning 

filtering algorithm and the warning event tree with which 

early warning events is handled with. 

 

3.1 ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

 

Usually there are three main methods for early warning 

judging. They are threshold judging, Status Judgment and 

shazam judging. This paper uses threshold judging and 

shazam judging. Early warning judging [1] model is 

mainly responsible for processing the data obtained from 

the condition monitoring model. It judges the data 

according to the threshold value and quick change. When 

monitoring event is judged to be early warning event, the 

detailed event information will be encapsulated into fault 

event and delivered to memory fault events waiting for 

subsequent processing by early warning filtering module.  

Adopt object-oriented method [11] and construct 

quaternion form ( , , , , )E U S O D T  for storing early 

warning event-related information to descript the fault 

event in this paper. And symbol definition is as follows: 

( ei)U U : Identification of early warning events means 

such events is monitoring by the corresponding event 

listener for subsequent processing. 

S=( ource)S : Source of early warning events. 

( )O Object : Object of fault event. That is the fault 

device type. 

( escription)D D : Fault description in detail, 

including fault identification, fault monitor and fault 

description, etc. 

( ime)T T : Time for early warning events. 

Early warning judging process is as follows: 

(1) Get effectively monitor data from status 

monitoring model. 

(2) Select the appropriate judging method based on 

monitoring data type. 

(3) If the monitor data exceeds a threshold value or 

if it meets the fast changing limit, the monitor data is 

defined as early warning information and stored, else go 

to steps 1. 

 

3.2 EARLY WARNING ASSOCIATION RULES TREE 

 

When a fault event occurs in server clusters, it may cause 

other fault events closely related. There may be a 

relationship between them, such as time correlation, 

physical correlation [12], etc. Fault event sequence [13] is 

the combination of some fault events according to certain 

rules in a certain time interval. 

Fault events associated tree is constructed based on 

the Fault event sequence in the rule base. 

 

3.2.1 Get association rules 

 

System administrators formulate relationship between 

warning events before server cluster fault early warning 

system is running, using algorithms inference log data 

and obtain relationship between warning events.  

Association rules reveal the unknown dependencies 

between data items. According to the mining associated 

relationship, information from a data object can be used 

to infer the information about another data object [12, 

13]. Describe as following.  

Set 1 2{ , ,..., }nI i i i  is a project collection. X and Y  

represent item sets. X is the precursory item event and 

Y is the subsequent item event. Then Association rules is 

defined an implication relationship of the following 

forms: , , ,X Y whereX I Y I andX Y    . 

 

3.2.2 Construct early warning events associated tree 

 

Read the warning events association rules in rule base, 

according binary tree structure to construct and store the 

structure of early warning events associated tree. When 

management control starts, binary tree linked list is to be 

constructed and the warning events associated tree is to 

be generated according to the algorithm. Once 

relationship between early warning events in rule base 

change, the warning events associated tree need to be re-

generated. 

The node of early warning events is mainly composed 

of four components.  

String id  represents early warning event. 

EventNode child represents the child node of early 

warning event. 

EventNode brother  represents the brother node of 

early warning event. 

Variable occur  represents whether the early warning  

event occurred. See Definition (1). 
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,

0,event does not occur
=

1 event occur
occur

 
 
 

. (1) 

Binary Tree linked list for the early warning event is 

structured as follows in Figure 2. 

 
FIGURE 2 Warning node class 

 

3.2.3 The algorithm of warning event correlation tree  

 

Construct the algorithm of warning event correlation tree 

depending on the warning events association rules in rule 

base. Define endFlag  to be the tag of scanning rule 

database. See Definition (2). 

,

0, there exist unprocessed event
=

1 scan end
endflag

 
 
 

. (2) 

The algorithm process is as follows: 

(1) Generate Root node, set endFlag  value to 1, 

and began to build children brothers linked list. 

(2) Scan the rule base, add early warning event node 

whose precursor event is empty and subsequent events is 

not empty to the second layer of early warning events 

associated tree, and then set occur  value to 1. 

(3) Set endFlag  value to 1, scan the rule base.  

(4) If there is the early warning event node whose 

precursor event is not empty and occur  value is 0, add 

the node to the sub-linked list of precursory early 

warning events node and set occur  value to 1. If the 

node does not exist, the endFlag  value will to be set 0 

waiting for next scan processing. 

(5) If endFlag  value is 1, set all the warning 

events  occur  value to 0 within the linked list, scan end 

and the algorithm end. Go to steps (3) if endFlag  value 

is 0. 

 

3.3 EARLY WARNING EVENT FILTERING 

ALGORITHM 

 

The early warning filtering algorithm need to depend on 

early warning association rules tree, and it mainly adopts 

the thoughts of expert systems. The aim of the algorithm 

is obtaining only source of information for early warning 

event for notification. Relying on early warning 

association rules tree, the algorithm filters all generated 

early warning events stored in filtering database, and 

eliminates redundant warning events. 

The flow sheet for early warning filtering algorithm is 

shown in Figure 3. 

End

Start

Point to the first child Of the root

Occur equal to 1

Send failure events according to id 

Removes the child node

Brother is null

Stack is Empty

Pointe to the brother node

Point to pop  node in the stack

child is null

Pointe to the first child node

Point to Push node 

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

 
FIGURE 3 Flow sheet for filtering algorithm 

The process of the early warning filtering algorithm 

description： 

(1) Determine whether the event data in rule base 

changes.  

(2) Call the early warning association rules tree 

algorithm and re-construct the warning event correlation 

tree, if the change exists. Call the warning event 

correlation tree constructed above, if the change does not 

exist. 

(3) Traverse the warning event correlation tree, 

mark the warning event already stored in storage. Set 

variable happen value to 1. 

(4) Traverse the warning event correlation tree 

using depth-first traverse principles. If there is a warning 

event whose precursor event does not occur or is empty, 

deliver it to early warning notification module. At the 

same time, if it has sub-event, remove all of its sub-

events. 

This paper uses a timer to trigger the early warning 

filtration module. The module will automatically carry 

out once filtering operation at regular intervals, and the 

administrator can set the interval. Finally the early 

warning event filtered will to be send to the warning 

notification module and there to be dispatched to 

administrator. Please see Figure 4. 

 

 
FIGURE 4 The early warning filtering algorithm 
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The early warning filtering algorithm can not only 

ensure the manageability of SCFEWS, but also ensure 

redundancy warning information not to be sent out. 

 

4 Results 

 

In order to verify the reliability of the Server Clusters 

Fault Early Warning System (SCFEWS), we 

programmed and simulated in the Network experimental 

Environment as shown in Figure 5. Management console 

was mainly consisted of management server and database 

server. Managed devices included five sets of managed 

servers, four managed PC and two mobile terminals. 

They were Lenovo IdeaCentre, AMOI N820 and IBM X5 

respectively. The testing and analysis is only for server 

cluster fault warning system functional modules. 

 
FIGURE 5 Network experimental Environment 

For the convenience of testing the rationality and 

effectiveness of the model algorithm, the warning event 

correlation rules for the experimental system is part of 

preset in this paper as shown in Table 1. Program 

algorithm is omitted here. 

The model algorithm is analysed from the 

performance, the warning filtration effect and the 

network utilization in the network experimental 

environment above. 
TABLE 1 Correlation rules definition 

No Early warning UEI Early warning description precursory early warning precursory early warning description 

1 AgentDown Client Agent shut down DeviceDown Server shut down 

2 GetDataFail Fault to getting data AgentDown Client Agent shut down 

3 ServiceClosed Host server is shut down DeviceDown Server shut down 
4 DeviceUnreachable Host network is unreachable DeviceDown Server shut down 

5 ApacheDown Apache Application stops DeviceDown Server shut down 

 

Process is as follows: After the Device Agent of 

Managed device is launched, its various types of 

information is collected and incorporated into the 

monitoring database. If the monitoring data exceeds the 

defined threshold, then the event data is encapsulated into 

early warning and early warning is transmitted to the 

early warning filter module for pre-process based on the 

warning event correlation rules. And the early warning 

notifications being filtered are sent to the management 

client. 

Experimental results show that the system is running 

continuously seven days in monitoring, during which the 

system produced a total of 44 early warning events. There 

are only 25 early warning events being warning 

information after filtering module filters the 44 early 

warning events, which is basically close to the original 

number of early warning events. Thus early warning 

filtration achieves a desired effect and the effectiveness 

of the warning filtering algorithm is proved in this paper. 

Please see Figure 6. 

The following is the SCFEWS performance 

experimental. 

Server is usually used to provide services. Because 

the proxy client software runs on the server equipment, 

and communicates with the management console, there 

must be low resource occupancy not to impact on 

performance of the server. So the CPU usage of proxy 

client and procedures network occupancy rate is 

experimented. 

Server device can obtain CPU usage via top and other 

procedures when the proxy client software is installed on 

the managed device and turned on in the daemon. By 

setting the management console monitor polling cycle 

and sampling the CPU utilization, the CPU utilization of 

proxy client server is measured. Please see Figure 7. 

 

 
FIGURE 6 Comparison of early warning event 
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FIGURE 7 CPU utilization of server proxy client  

It can be seen from the above figure that the 

monitoring polling cycle time is inversely proportional to 

the CPU utilization. Once polling cycle time shortens, 

CPU occupancy rate goes up. When proxy software is not 

running, CPU occupancy rate maintains at about 8.3%. 

When the proxy software is opened and the polling cycle 

is set to be thirty minutes, at this time, although 

management client does not send the command, the CPU 

utilization increases slightly for activity agent software 

monitoring ports and the activity agent process taking 

some of the resources. Along with shortened polling 

cycle, proxy software is more and more frequent to get 

early warning surveillance system data, so the value is 

also gradually increasing in CPU utilization. When 

polling cycle is set to half a minute, the CPU utilization 

maintains at about 9.0%. Thus the agent software on 

server equipment occupies very little CPU resources, and 

it will not have big impact on the server computing 

performance. 

Server device can obtain the network rate via iftop 

and other procedures when the proxy client software is 

installed on the server device and turned on in the 

daemon.  

Sampling the network speed during the agent software 

opening and the management end different monitoring 

polling cycle stetted, server agent can be analysed 

terminal network rate which is showed in Figure 8. 

It can be seen from the above figure that the 

monitoring polling cycle time is inversely proportional to 

the network traffic. Once polling cycle time shortens, 

CPU occupancy rate goes up gradually. When proxy 

software is not running, network traffic maintains at 

about 0.28KB/S. When the proxy software is opened and 

the polling cycle is set to be thirty minutes, the network 

traffic decreases slightly around 0.31KB/S. Along with 

shortened polling cycle, network traffic is also gradually 

increasing. When polling cycle is set to half a minute, the 

network traffic maintains at about 0.8KB/S. Thus, the 

software routine has slight impact on the server 

computing performance when interval time is set a 

certain value. 

 

 
FIGURE 8 The network traffic of server proxy client 

 

5 Conclusion 

 

It can be seen from the above experimental data that the 

warning model algorithm presented in this paper has 

certain advantages in fault advance warning. The Server 

Clusters Fault Early Warning System (SCFEWS) 

designed in this paper integrating hardware status 

monitoring, system resource monitoring, early warning 

service monitoring, device control and device resource 

management has achieved the early warning and 

management of server clusters, also has not a major 

impact on the server computing performance. It greatly 

facilitates the operation and maintenance of the server 

clusters management. The algorithm has high value for 

reference to large-scale server clusters management.  

The SCFEWS designed in this paper need to deal with 

system fault human involvement after the early warning 

events occur. Failover automatically and automatic 

downgrade functionality will to be introduced into early 

warning in the next research, trying early warning 

automated processing and restore. 
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